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Merconnet.com Kicks off Spring With New Products

WatchDVD movies while travelling in long car trips and keep the kids entertained...

MONTREAL, QUEBEC (PRWEB) May 6, 2004 -- If you've ever been in a situation where you wanted to
watch DVDs on a small portable LCD screen - at the cottage, on your boat, in your car while stuck in traffic -
you've probably wished you had the thousands of dollars it costs for those kinds of gadgets. Thanks to
Merconnet.com (http://www.merconnet.com), you can have the same experience for about $500 (US).
Merconnet is offering a number of packages that include a portable DVD player and an LCD screen, including
some that offer LCD screens designed to be mounted in a vehicle.

Merconnet (www.merconnet.com) introduces the 7" TFT/LCD Monitor with TV tuner with car cigarette lighter
adapter, designed for automotive entertainment and TV/display applications. The monitor can be coupled with a
portable DVD player such as the NextBase 4, the fourth and newest generation of portable DVD player, for a
great entertainment combination. The NextBase 4 comes equipped with a built in Dolby Digital Decoder that
will allow you to bring sound quality to higher levels.

The 7 " LCD monitor can also act as a TV receiver, a LCD that displays sharp color images with a screen size
of 7 inches. It has a high luminance fluorescent light as a back light, including connection terminals for an
earphone jack and an external power jack. The monitor has an auto-flip function that automatically flips the
image when the screen is placed upside down! It comes with an AC-DC power adapter to be run at home, or a
car adapter to be powered through the cigarette lighter. It is priced at $219.00 (US).

The NextBase 4 is a handy DVD player with top loading loader that plays DVD/CD/CD-R/CD-RW/MP3/JPEG
pictures. It has a built-in Dolby digital (AC-3) decoder with a R/L 2 channel composite audio output and an
earphone output with volume control. But one of the best features of the NextBase 4 is the multi region disk
support, being able to play DVDs of various types.

About Merconnet.com
Merconnet is a family business that provides in-car entertainment products and other innovative consumer
electronics. With up to 60 products, and branches in England and Montreal, Canada, Merconnet products offer
car aftermarket solutions for consumers on a budget. The web-site Merconnet.com (http://www.merconnet.com
) is the online store where consumers can access a variety of products.
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Contact Information
Alok Chowdhury
MERCONNET.COM
http://www.merconnet.com
514-481-0709

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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